Efficiency wage and work effort: Case study of a Brazilian multinational company
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This research paper explores how employees of a multinational glass manufacturing company see the pay offered by the company and how it affects, directly or indirectly, their efforts to perform their duties. For this purpose, a case study was carried out in a glass manufacturing company located in the southern region of Brazil throughout 2017. Literature review is focused on the theoretical model based on the idea that there is a positive variation of efforts with the company supervision intensity was tested, and it pointed out that the moral hazard of being caught shirking is related to supervision. Using the Ordinary Least Square (OLS) method, the relationship between wages and supervision intensity was empirically tested, according to the model suggested by Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984), in which there is a trade-off between supervision and actual wage. The results corroborate the efficiency wage theory: 90% of the sample consider extra benefits, besides the wages, important and only 2.02% consider the wage of the greatest motivator for continuing in the company. The analyses carried out in the research present striking data regarding the employees' perception of the benefits offered. That way, the loss of these benefits may affect the collaborators' efforts. Therefore, the company must concentrate on incentive strategies towards the benefits.
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INTRODUCTION

Efficiency wage is the idea that by paying wages above the market clearing wage, to the employees, who are considered stakeholders in the company, it is possible to obtain better effort from them and, as a result, higher economic performance when analyzing the Balance Scorecard indicators or carrying out the internal Benchmarking. If the workers are paid higher wages, the cost of losing the job becomes burdensome and that works as a benefit so that they do not wriggle out of doing their best in their duties and consider the possibility of being fired.

The aim of this paper is to design the efficiency wage empirical submodel by designing wage equations (Chengli and Yan, 2013) of automotive glass sector
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employees, seeking to replicate the model for other activities, to promote the effort maximization of industrial sector workers, in the countryside of Sao Paulo state in Brazil.

The study of a submodel of the Wage Efficiency Theory is relevant to the business field since it is applied in the managerial control area (Awogbenle and Iwuamadi, 2010). The worker, different from the capital, chooses his effort level and the companies set wages unilaterally. In this process, the companies, theoretically, opt not to reduce the wage up to the market balance level due to the harmful effect it would have on the employee’s work effort and on his motivation as well (Appelbaum et al., 2000; Basu and Felkey, 2009).

The company also fears the possible difficult in hiring and retaining personnel, elaborating a last analysis on its profit. The literature classifies the models of employees’ effort extraction, such as the Shirking Model or Labor Discipline Model, and the main authors of these models are Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984).

According to them, when workers shirk, there is the possibility of being caught, and being penalized (being fired). The balance of the model, therefore, implies unemployment since, in order to create opportunity cost to run away from effort, the companies try to increase their wages above the market clearing wage, so that the employees face a probabilistic loss (Shapiro and Stiglitz, 1984; Kahn and Sherer, 1990; Mehran and Yermack, 1997; Stiglitz, 2002).

Its theoretical applicability has more consistency in the private sector, mainly because, in the Brazilian case, the progress in the studies in the field of public-private wage differential, especially regarding the subnational governments in developing countries is little.

On this topic, the authors used the private sector as comparison parameter, especially to assess the public sector efficiency to define their wages levels. This is due to the fact that the private sector, when operating under the logic of accumulation, would find restrictions in the process of determining their employees’ wages, since the wages would correspond to the workforce, a unique production factor, and their costs should be minimized in order to enable profit maximization. Other important theorists regarding the effort models are Bowles (1985) and Bulow and Summers (1986).

It is possible to absorb from this literature the information asymmetry issue between the employer (principal) and the employee (agent) regarding the employer’s inability to forecast how much effort the employee will have to perform his duties and his aversion to risk, despite the fact there is a contractual relationship, since the completely comprehensive contractual design is just a theoretical abstraction (Bulow and Summers, 1986; Dow, 1987; Carmichael, 1990).

Therefore, aiming at the employment contract of automotive glass sector employees, where the effort intensity is neither something easy to measure nor well explained in legal clauses, the need of monitoring by the company becomes relevant and the shirking model can help understand the agents’ behavior (Verhoogen, 2008; Bowles and Carlin, 2020).

This paper overall aim is to design the wage equation of the “Alfa Inc” employees observing through such wage equation what impacts the wage, which is referred by “w” in the shirking model and to try to represent by a survey which factors would motivate the employees’ efforts since the effort “e” in the shirking model is not directly noticeable.

For case analysis, an analysis, by the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), of the relationship between wages and supervision intensity for a multinational Brazilian company in 2017 was carried out, according to the model suggested by Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984). The results corroborate the efficiency wage theory: 90% of the sample consider extras benefits, besides the wage (Sliwka and Werner, 2017; Hansen, 2018; Power, 2018; Yap Peng Lok et al., 2019), important and only 2.02% consider the wage as the greatest motivator for them to continue in the company.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Efficiency wage theory

Efficiency wage is the idea that when paying wages above the market clearing wage to the employees, considered stakeholders in the company, it is possible to have better effort from them and, consequently, higher economic company performance when analyzing the Balance Scorecard indicators or carrying out internal Benchmarking.

Following Alchian and Demsetz’s (1972) perspective, it is admitted that the reward obtained after the participation in an economic activity will correspond to the individual productivity. It is not by chance that the main studies presume that the agents are totally able to identify the rewards deriving from the participation in collaborative effort (Akerlof and Yellen, 1990; Williamson, 1991; Beckert, 1996).

The first empirical studies, which related wages to productivity and effort, date from the early 1950’s with Slichter (1950). The author was the one who originally checked there were changes in productivity as per each employee’s wage level (Akerlof and Katz, 1989; Basu and Felkey, 2009).

It is in this context that the efficiency wage theory arises. Models such as Shapiro and Stiglitz’s (1984) Shirking set that the companies which pay wages above market clearing wage (efficiency wage) tend to motivate the workers due to the cost of unemployment.

The efficiency wages can enhance employees’ (agents) productivity by factors related to their consumption increase, motivation and health; generate more effort and
dedication by the workers who intend to avoid dismissal or to reach a promotion; stimulate the increase of agents' skills which may result in hiring more productive workers in face of market offer excess; and finally, reduce staff turnover, which causes, as a result, costs associated to training and the flight of jobs to other competing companies (Romer, 2006; Wilder and Lankao, 2006).

The main hypothesis linked to the efficiency wage theory is that productivity and work effort are positively correlated. Lower wages will cause the work effort to lower levels, that is, the employees will make basic effort for that wage. The efficiency wage models foresee that the companies cannot reduce their wages, even when unemployment is high, in case the productivity depends on wages (Shapiro and Stiglitz, 1985; Moll, 1993; Skott and Guy, 2007; Rizov et al., 2016; Antony et al., 2017; Asaley et al., 2017; Mihályi and Szelenyi, 2019).

The relationships between pay and company performance live with the existence of asymmetries caused by several factors, mainly agency problems, such as moral hazard. Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984), Bowles (1985) and Bulow and Summers (1986) formalize the work relations between employees and employers as a problem of agent (employees) and principal (employers). The agent-principal problem arises due to the information asymmetry between the parties involved in the contract and the impossibility, by the employer, to obtain complete information about the decision of effort intensity chosen by the employee (Beckmann et al., 2017; Gavazza et al., 2018; Acikgoz, 2019).

Such impossibility is justified, in turn, by the imperfection in tracking the effort made by the employees and the costs this supervision activity needs (Bowles, 1985; Akerlof and Yellen, 1990; Beckert, 1996; Esteves, 2008).

**Agency problems and incentive theory**

The information asymmetry describes the phenomenon in which some economic agents have more information than their counterpart, molding an insecure and unsure scenario. According to that concept, the uncertainty level may take on the contingent shape (random actions of nature and consumer market), and of information asymmetry, information unknown by a decision maker, but which the other agents involved in the transaction have (Williamson, 1991).

The information asymmetry between employees and companies is part of an agency relationship. In this context, the contracts have an incomplete nature since the agent's actions are not contractually defined, and the principal's preferences, in general, are different from those of the agent (Mishra et al., 1998; Ba and Pavlou, 2002; Beverungen et al., 2019). The reciprocity arises as a way to align interests between both parties avoiding the achievement of suboptimal results (Cooper and Kagel, 2016; Holland, 2018).

To Milgrom and Roberts (1992), in the treatment of the incentive theory, the problem is in inducing the agent to provide several kinds of "effort". Effort is a wide metaphor, representing whatever the employee may think is burdensome and which is valuable for the employer. To Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984), high wages tend to reduce employees' demotivation when the "effort" variable is not perfectly observed. Following the same line of thought, Akerlof and Katz (1989) state that wages above the market clearing wage make an employee's moral effort increase at their tasks, working as a trade good (Sliwka and Werner, 2017; Hansen, 2018; Yap Peng Lok et al., 2019). According to Weiss (1980), higher wages attract more candidates to selection procedures and increase the hiring.

In this regard, the elaboration of an employment contract of purchase and sale of labor effort intensity is impaired, remaining, thus, the alternative possibility of elaborating an incomplete employment contract in which, the work hours and the pay are object of negotiation. Nevertheless, the intensity of the effort made by the employees in the contracted period would not be taken into consideration in the contract provisions.

Besides paying an efficiency wage, the companies can also use monitoring techniques through technology, for instance, to ensure the workers are trying hard (Skott and Guy, 2007).

Nevertheless, higher wages and means of monitoring are costly for the company. The existence of unemployment may be a factor which leads the workers to make greater effort since it is burdensome to lose the job and it may reduce the costs the companies can have with monitoring (Skott and Guy, 2007).

When the job offer is higher than the demand in the job market, the employees do not feel the cost of dismissal because they easily find a job in another company. In this situation, the company turns to the hiring of new employees, causing costs in selecting and training new workers. Therefore, seeking profit maximization, the companies are interested in paying a higher wage for which the labor supply and demand are the same (Romer, 2006; Antony et al., 2017; Mihályi and Szelenyi, 2019).

As stated by Shapiro and Stiglitz (1984), involuntary unemployment is caused by asymmetric information problems, characterized by the employer-employee relationship. The employees are able to choose their effort level and in a competition situation, the workers are paid by the reservation wage and there is not unemployment. In that case, when the employee does not maximize the effort and the company notices it, he is fired and immediately rehired in the job market being paid the pre-dismissal wage.

In companies, when employee monitoring is flawed and there is a full employment situation, the workers choose not to maximize effort since the evasion does not cause them burden and it minimizes the effort to be made.

In order to reduce this shirking issue, the company
must pay wages higher than the market clearing wage so that the employee has burden in case he is fired and is not incentivated to quit his job as well.

According to the same authors, unemployment works as a penalty for shirking (discipline mechanism) and it is considered a substitute of wage variation, as well as an incentive for monitoring (Shapiro and Stiglitz, 1984; Olawale and Garwe, 2010; Benson et al., 2020).

Therefore, the justification for developing this research is due to the existence of agency problems between the parties involved (employer and employee). In this case, considering the principal’s inability to forecast his hired employees’ effort (agents), the need of monitoring by the company becomes relevant, and the establishment of wage theoretical equations can help understand the employees’ behavior and also help in the management of a more industry efficient system and better economic returns for the institution involved.

Studying the applicability of an efficiency wage submodel, such as the shirking model, which seeks to maximize the effort of the categories studied and avoid work evasion, through data obtained from personal wage functions of doctors and nurses can help managers to grant benefits and penalties (carrots and sticks) to influence the agents’ behavior.

METHODOLOGY

In this topic, the methodological stages for carrying out the research are presented. Thus, the following methodologies will be presented: survey, wage equation and shirking model as well as their applicability in this research.

Survey methodology

First, an exploratory survey of the automotive glass maker companies in the county of Caçapava/SP which had a significant market share and in which it was possible to get in touch with the employees in order to apply a survey that was set as a theoretical-investigative assumption was carried out. The survey was answered by automotive glass making company employees.

The company was chosen since it is part of the oligopoly which is the automotive float market in Brazil, and which has a US$ 6.5 billion worldwide revenue, and about 1,500 employees in its Brazilian branches. Such numbers make it a large multinational company and it will be used as Proxy for “company supervision level” variable in the conclusion of the possible applicability of the shirking model in the company.

A multiple case study was carried out in the company. First, a quantitative survey was applied, using the technique of semi-structured interviews performed from a data-gathering objective questionnaire with scales regarding the research problem so that the interviewee can take a stand on the subject investigated, without having to write down the answers. The SurveyMonkey was the software used to structure the online research.

As primary result, 150 statistically valid surveys were obtained. They were answered directly by strategic, managerial and operational level employees and it covered all the areas of the company to mitigate purposeful consensus of the answers and try to investigate some factors which portrait the reality of the company, despite having been assessed subjectively (by personal answers).

The survey used was developed solely for this purpose and it also has fundamental questions to find important variables to mold the wage equation for the employees and to enable the use of the Ordinary Least Square method. Since the aim was to observe a possible corroboration of the shirking model theory in the company, the search for the perception of each employee has of his own pay and the factors which motivate his efforts were relevant since the agents are fully able to identify rewards deriving from their participation in cooperative effort and that the employees’ wages can increase their productivity due to issues linked to the increase in consumption, their motivation and health; generate greater effort and dedication by the workers who intend to avoid dismissal or to be promoted; it is a stimulus to enhance agents’ skills which may result in hiring more productive workers in face of the excess of market offer, and finally, decrease the turnover of workers, which, consequently, generate costs associated to the training and flight for jobs in other companies.

It is also necessary to remember that high wages tend to reduce employees’ discouragement when the “effort” variable is not perfectly observed. Through the survey, better observation of the effort motivator is sought. The research was totally voluntary and regulated by ethical criteria and the respondents signed an informed consent form.

Two sets of questions were developed for the survey. The first one regards the effort and pay and which gradation in the possibilities of answers will allow the elimination of poorly answered surveys with the outlier statistical exclusion when, for instance, all the questions are answered in only one gradation. Within this same purpose, more specific questions regarding an issue are asked and, after that, a more general question is asked to analyze whether the interviewee gets on contradiction.

The second part, which also has a straightforward nature, tries not to spend too much of the workers’ time and not to be so intrusive, regarding the wages, pecuniary and non-pecuniary benefits and risks.

Finally, after data collection, the content of the answers was changed into comparative graphs between the category of the professionals, analyzing the risk perception and effort motivation of the company different areas for the authors’ understanding and, thus, a theoretical wage equation was modeled for the categories of the professionals through answers such as age, experience, gender, etc., so that, afterwards, by using the OLS, we could compare the result to the shirking model theory given the answer scenario in relation to the effort, wages and risks.

The answers were delivered more often from September 15th to September 22nd, 2017, since it was when the company had the effective authorization of the board of directors and disclosed the survey link via mass mailing to the roster of employees which was provided by the human resource department.

Regarding the survey on effort and motivation, it is known that the answers for the statements made followed the agreement scale: 1 - Strongly disagree; 2 - Disagree somehow; 3 - neither disagree nor agree; 4 - Agree somehow; 5 - Strongly agree. Next, there is a summary chart of the answers to this survey questions (Chart 1).

The second part of the survey on remuneration, benefits and risks followed a three-option agreement scale: strongly disagree, strongly agree, no formed opinion, and about that, there is: the company pays within the date set and the correct amount, it tends to be transparent regarding its employees’ paycheck right at the work contract. The answers are reproduced in Chart 2. The analyses of the surveys with the other items of the research are shown in this paper’s topic of the results.

Wage equation methodology

A theoretical wage equation will be designed in accordance with the
interviews, from individual information absorbed by the survey identifying what actually affects the perception of wage by the employee and how the company could supposedly develop the equation.

It is believed that human capital is the first important feature. It is usually observed through the following variables: years of formal education, experience and how long the worker has worked in the company. In our survey, these variables are encompassed in the questions: professional training, field of work in the company and how long he/she has worked for the company. The main criticism to the use of these variables is that they express other social processes and phenomena besides the stricto sensu human capital.

In particular, regarding the worker remaining in the company, it can also be considered Proxy for the existence of internal job markets since it captures elements of job demand, such as stability, turnover cost reduction and less company sensitivity regarding the economic cycle.

Additionally, the paper analysis will include the variables: size of the company, gender of the workers and occupation. The first variable intends to capture the fact that larger companies present a greater capital-work relationship; they have some level of influence to determine the price of the product or are oligopolistic and present more organized workforce. Given these features, it is expected that wage is a growing function in the company size.

\[
Ww = \beta_0 + \beta_1 Aw + \beta_2 Ws + \beta_3 Id + \beta_4 Lw + \beta_5 Ge + \beta_6 Ne + \beta_7 Tc + \beta_8 He + \beta_9 Tl + \beta_{10} Qw + \beta_{11} Nqw + \beta_{12} Sp + \varepsilon
\]

where \(Ww\) = worker's wage neperian logarithm; \(Aw\) = average wage (in minimum wages); \(Ws\) = worker's schooling years; \(Id\) = age; \(Lw\) = how long the worker i stays in the company; \(Ge\) = Gender (0=male; 1=female); \(Ne\) = number of employees of the company the worker i works for; \(Tc\) = turnover of the company the worker i works for (dismissals + admissions)/(admissions + number of employees).

The dismissals and admissions are given by the average of the company equal to 22% is constant. \(He\) = higher education occupation (dummy=1=yes;=0:no); \(Tl\) = technical level occupation (dummy=1=yes;=0:no); \(Qw\) = qualified or semi-qualified worker who works in area X (dummy=1=yes;=0:no)- having, at least five years in the company and at least complete higher/complete technical education. \(Nqw\) = non-qualified worker (dummy=1=yes;=0:no)- having less than five years in the company and, at most, incomplete higher education. \(Sp\) = Number of Supervisors/Subordinates in the area = on averageGe in a year and the number is provided by the company; \(e\) is the fraction of time in which the shirker worker is employed (Esteves, 2006).

The utility functions for non-shirker and shirker workers are, respectively, equal to:

\[
U^n = (w-e)
\]

(1)

(2)

Aiming to extract positive effort levels from their employees, the company chooses a wage rate, \(w\), which implies a result for the workers, in which \(U^n > U^n_0 > U^n_b\) (non-shirking condition), that is, a wage rate equals to:

\[
w > b + \frac{1}{1+\theta} \varepsilon
\]

(3)

Considering that “\(q\)” is the probability of the shirker worker being caught shirking and, consequently, fired at each period (or unit) of time, thus, the expected employment duration for this worker will be \(1/q1/\theta\) (Esteves, 2006).

If \(pp\) is the probability in which an unemployed worker finds a work position per period (or unit) of time, thus the expected unemployment duration will be \(1/p1/\theta\). According to these considerations, \(\theta\) can be written the following way:

\[
\theta = \frac{1/q}{q+1/p}\]

(4)

Substituting the expression Equation 4 in Equation 3, we have:
\[ w > b + \left( 1 + \frac{e}{q} \right) e \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Equation 5 demonstrates a positive relationship between effort \( e \) and salary \( w \). The work effort level is not directly verifiable in a subjective way, therefore, empirically testing the relationship between \( w \) and \( e \) is not possible.

Alternatively, it can be seen that Equation 5 points a trade-off between salaries \( w \) and the probability of the shirker worker being caught and fired \( q \). If \( q \) varies positively with the company supervision intensity (the greater the supervision intensity, the greater the probability of detecting a shirker worker), it is also possible to infer on a trade-off between wages and supervision intensity.

The biggest problem in these empirical tests of the shirking wage hypothesis is the choice of the proxy variable to represent the supervision intensity. The most used proxy variables for this purpose are:

1. Company size (the average number of employees in a company at a certain period of time is usually used); and
2. The supervisors/number of employees ratio in a certain company or industry (known in literature as span of control).

The company has about 1,500 employees. It is estimated that \( \rho \) could be given by the employability statistics of the city of Caçapava, São Paulo State, Brazil, provided by the Ministry of Labor and by the Monthly Employment Research (Pesquisa Mensal de Emprego) of IBGE (2018).

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The result analysis begins with the presentation of a descriptive statistics of the variables presented beforehand in the research, with average values, standard deviation, maximum and minimum. After the presentation, the OLS data model is built. The descriptive analysis points the variability of the sample which validates the results presented in the OLS regression model (Tables 1 and 2).

The following estimates were obtained for the original wage equation, but adjusted by the tests applied in the research. Due to the correlation between the variables of the model, the explanatory variables of the model were chosen. The model is presented with the \( Lsai \) dependent variable and the other dependent variables which have been previously presented. As discussed previously, the hypothesis of efficiency wage sets there is a negative relationship between wage and supervision. In the terms of the Wage Equation, it is hoped that the \( \beta_{12} \) expected value be negative in order to corroborate the efficiency wage hypothesis.

The 150-observation model presented good adjustment regarding the \( Lsai \) dependent variable. The dependent variables, but the \( Spr \) variable, are significant. The R-squared of the model was 0.6478. Although the “\( Spr \)” variable is not significant in the model designed in the research, the \( \beta_{12} \) is negative showing a corroboration with the efficiency wage theory. It is worth mentioning that such results must be considered with caution since the econometric model represented in the Wage Equation suggests that the sample is small (150 observations) and it considers only one company of the sector. Moreover, the supervisors/subordinates ratio is an exogenous variable.

The econometric model represented by the Wage Equation considers a very restrictive hypothesis, namely, the exogeneity of the supervisors/subordinates ratio variable (span of control). In practical terms, that implies saying that the company, by means of the profit maximization process, chooses a wage level to be paid the worker (choice which is backed in the Non Shirking Condition); nevertheless, the number of supervisors for each set of workers will be a variable in which this company will have no control.

Such problem was not solved in this paper due to the lack of necessary information and that increases the bias of the study.

It is also worth recalling the survey analysis in order to explain the non-significance of the “\( Spr \)” variable in this study. Most of the survey collaborators have high positions at the company (evidence shown by the age, remuneration and education) and, thus, they are also supervisors.

There are also 11 workforce sectors within the company and each one of them reflects a different market view. It is also possible to state that the company neither invests on a good survey of organizational climate to identify which encourages the employees’ performance, nor very much on personnel continuous improvement which may cause personnel turnover and the non consideration of supervision.

The employees have also considered themselves qualified and do not see lots of benefits in the company trainings (Appendices Table 1 and 2; Appendix Figure 1).

The sample believes to get along well with their supervisors. 74% believe they have their ideas listened to by the bosses and 67% of them think that the boss’s strictness does not improve the worker’s performance, that is, supervision is well-regarded by the subordinates.

Nevertheless, 46.64% of the sample do not consider the boss as a piece of effort motivation to carry out the tasks to be performed in the company, maybe because of the number of subordinates per supervisor. 90% of the collaborators think the extra benefits, besides their nominal wage, such as individual and familiar health insurance, are important. There was only 2.02% of agreement on the fact that the wage is the greatest motivator to work in the company, the majority agrees that the non-pecuniary benefits (those which are not money paid), such as status, encourage them more to keep doing their duties in the company and the benefits offered, besides the paycheck, are better than those offered by the market average.

That shows that losing these benefits would affect the worker’s effort and the company should create an incentive strategy towards that. 62% of the sample also
consider the possibility of changing jobs in a short-time as something remote because he/she is motivated. However, the company should take into account the vigilant profile of their employees in face of the job opportunities in the other companies in the market since it represents evasion risk and recruiting and training costs of personnel who may not be seized. Finally, most of the employees consider themselves dismissal-risk averse.

All the previous factors corroborate the Shirking Model theory since the incentive the company offers the employee so that he keeps his effort behavior is in the idea that the risk of losing the job becomes “burdensome” because it entails the loss of benefits which are considered advantageous by the worker in his preference ranking.

Conclusion

The efficiency wage theory suggests that the companies have better economic results when they pay their employees wages or benefits higher than those determined by the market. Wages higher than the market clearing wage induces the worker to try hard, and the higher wage would entail penalty in case of dismissal.

Through this study, it was possible to absorb relevant company information which, because of being limited, is not required to disclose much information, but, that does not implies it can not benefit from the study on corporate governance and controllership.

From the Shirking Model presented in this paper (Shapiro and Stiglitz, 1984), it is concluded that wages must increase when (1) the effort is more costly in terms of utility for the worker (higher e); (ii) the unemployment utility is greater; (iii) the interest rate is greater; (iv) the probability (separation due to reallocation) is greater; (v) the probability of being caught “dragging your feet” (small q) is lower.

The theoretical model based on the idea there is a q positive variation on the company supervision intensity,
that is, the greater the supervision intensity on the workers, the greater the probability of detecting a shirker worker. Thus, it is possible to infer a trade-off between wages and supervision intensity. The empirical literature follows this argument. The study provided alternative tests for the efficiency wage theory (shirking model) by using the estimate methodology: (i) OLS.

Nevertheless, a problem related to this kind of test is that other factors could be contributing for a positive correlation between wages and company size. An alternative hypothesis is that larger companies pay higher wages to make up for potential disadvantages such environments provide, for instance, the impersonality of the relationships within these types of organizations.

The lesson learned is corroborated by the theory of the shirking model, as the incentive that the company offers to the employee for maintaining effort behavior is based on the concept that the risk of losing the position becomes “onerous” because it implies a loss of benefits considered advantageous by the employee in his/her preference ranking. Moreover, along this line of reasoning, the study asserts that the greater the intensity of supervision over workers, the greater the probability of detecting a shirker worker. Thus, it is possible to infer a trade-off between salaries and supervisory intensity.

From the data analysis, information regarding the wage-supervision relationship was obtained. In this respect, the results corroborate the efficiency wage theory: 90% of the sample consider extra benefits besides the wages important and only 2.02% consider the wage the greatest motivator for continuing in the company.

The analyses carried out in the research present overwhelming data regarding the employees’ perception in face of the benefits offered. In this sense, the loss of these benefits can affect the collaborators’ efforts. Thus, the company must concentrate inventive strategies towards the benefits.
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APPENDIX

Chart 1. Summary chart of the survey on effort and motivation.

1. “The company has been doing whatever is necessary to keep its employees motivated to perform their duties”: 38% agree somehow, 16% neither disagree nor agree, 22% disagree somehow, and 9% strongly disagree with the statement. Since the acceptance scale goes from 0 to 5 points, the average of the answers rated the company as being 3.28 in this answer, that is, the company is above the average on the motivational aspect.

2. “The company tries to know the economic needs and individual career goals via tracking surveys”: Regarding the second statement in this section, 34% of the interviewees strongly disagree and about 18% disagree somehow, 19% neither disagree nor agree, 22% agree somehow and only 7% strongly agree. Such heterogeneity in the answers resulted in an average which rates the company in 2.50 in the tracking aspect. Despite being in the average of the point scale, the company assessment in this aspect by the profile of high position employees who answered the questions suggests that the company does not invest or is unable to demonstrate a good organizational climate survey.

3. “Ability to perform their position duties”: More than 90% of the staff feels confident due to the educational background and experience in the market to carry out the duties which are assigned to them in the company routine and that affects directly the company performance positively because it reduces personnel training and retraining costs. This result influences directly the fourth statement in this section.

4. “The company offers useful professional improvement training”: 16% strongly agree, 32.32% agree somehow, 12.12% neither disagree nor agree, 15% disagree somehow and 24% strongly disagree. The average for this question was 3.01. Thus, the training which is offered by the company seems useless for the employees performance improvement in their point of view.

5. “In my opinion, the skills and good professional performance of the employee are taken into account in order to get a promotion in the company”: 27% strongly agree, 41% agree somehow, 14% neither disagree nor agree, 8% disagree somehow and 10% strongly disagree. The average for this question was 3.67. Statistics show that the employees agree with the company merit based policies and that the promotion of positions in general takes place by an employee’s differential performance.

6. “In order to be promoted in the company, you just have to be indicated by a supervisor who has the power to do it”: 24% agree somehow, 30% neither disagree nor agree, 17% disagree somehow and 10% strongly disagree. The result was 3.23 average, which is very close to the average of the last question. Such ascertainment shows the position of those who answered the survey regarding the promotion since most of them agree that the promotion is a consequence of individual merit and 42% agree somehow that in order to be promoted, being indicated by a powerful supervisor is also necessary. One statement does not exclude the other. The scenario shows, therefore, that the company also has a well defined hierarchy in delegating roles.

7. “I have already felt frustrated for thinking I deserved a promotion, but I did not get it. That affected or affects the effort I make to do my duties somehow”: For 34% of the employees, not having been recognized with a promotion affected their performance of the duties they had in the present position and 36% disagree somehow that the company policy has not affected their performance. Since the percentage of those who neither disagree nor agree added up to 20%, it is possible to conclude that the answer to the question varies very much according to each employee’s feelings, but, on average, the company has a median assessment in the 1 to 5 point scale in recognizing meritocracy and that may negatively impact their employee’s efforts.

8. “The company offers health insurance and company discounts for me and my relatives, which, in my opinion, is worthwhile”: Almost 90% of the employees consider the pecuniary benefit of individual and family health insurance important. The average for this aspect was 4.54 (in the 1 to 5 point scale).

9. “My boss and I get along well”: almost 91% of the employees believe they get along well with their direct supervisor. Since it was previously explained to the employees that the survey would be independent from the company and with all the identification on and the personal answers preserved, it is not believed that the fear of exposing themselves has affected the respondents’ criteria. Only 2.04% said they strongly disagree with the statement, three people out of 150.

10. “The boss is always encouraging me/ encouraging the team who I work with”: It can be seen that there was not criteria deviation in this tenth statement because 46.64% does not see the boss as an effort motivation part in individual and team tasks. 27.55% agree somehow with the same question and 25.51% strongly agree, showing closeness to the data gathered in the previous statement and setting a 3.55 average. A scenario in which the subordinates see a good relationship with their supervisors, but in which the supervisor is not a part of the effort motivation is built. It is worth highlighting that according to the data provided by the company, there are, on average, 20 employees to each supervisor.

11. “Which motivates me the most to work for this company is the paycheck”: only 2.02% strongly agree. 25.25% agree somehow, 35.35% neither disagree nor agree (which is a three level agreement in the 1 to 5 point scale), 29.29% disagree somehow and 8.08% strongly disagree, which results in a 2.84 average for this aspect. This statistics must be analyzed together with the survey, including the second part that is about wage and risks. Nevertheless, it was previously concluded that 37% of the sample believe there are other motivators besides the paycheck which influence their stay in the company.
12. “My food and housing needs are being fulfilled”: 73% of the sample are satisfied with the return they have from the company and use them in their food and housing needs.

13. “The possibility of non pecuniary benefits (those which are not received in money) such as status, the respect of employees and/or the authority on them and even a comfortable workplace encourage me to continue in the company”: The scenario reveals that almost 63% of the sample consider the non pecuniary benefits, besides the pecuniary ones, as an effort motivation factor. The statement got 3.66 average.

14. “I feel fulfilled in the company and do not consider the possibility of leaving my job in a short time”: For 62% of the sample, replacing their current job for another one in the market is a remote possibility and that reflects positively in the company since staff turnover, the cost of selecting and hiring new employees and the risk of investing in training and having the benefited employee’s evasion from work decrease.

15. “I am always watching out for employment opportunities in other (several) companies”: It shows a profile of a worker who is aware of the job market and the company should watch out for the possible job evasion of 41% of the sample, reflecting staff turnover.

16. “I think the company pays me above the market clearing wage and that motivates me to continue in the company”: 45% of the sample do not consider the company remuneration a differential in the market in order to keep up the effort in their duties and continue in the company. The aspect had an average of 2.68.

17. “The work environment is favorable to boost my personal satisfaction of working in the company”: 36% agree somehow; 62% strongly agree that the institutional and cultural environment of the current company contribute to the effort motivation of the workers. 24% neither disagree nor agree and 3% strongly disagree. The average is 3.71.

18. “In my opinion, the ideas I have, either through suggestions or direct conversation with my supervisors, are taken into consideration in the company”: 74% of the sample believe they have their suggestions taken into consideration by their supervisors, which infers, again, the good relationship between them. 20% neither disagree nor agree, 3% disagree somehow and 3% strongly disagree. The average in the 1 to 5 point scale was 3.89.

19. “Working under the pressure of a strict boss helps me improve my performance in the company”: 44% strongly disagree, 23% disagree somehow, summing up 67% who disagree with strict supervision as effort motivator. That brings a trade off to the company which needs to supervise workers in order to guarantee results, but at the same time, it needs to reduce costs and create a strategic supervision. The average was 2.12.

20. “Overall, I feel motivated for working in the company”: 68% of the sample feel at least partly encouraged to make an effort in their duties in the company, 30% neither disagree nor agree, 11% disagree somehow and 1% strongly disagree. The average was 3.86.
Chart 2. Summary chart of the survey on remuneration, benefits and risks.

“I am risk averse and I consider the risk of dismissal”: 42% of the sample agree, since the sample was clarified on risk definition. For the Shirking model, the cost of losing the job must be burdensome enough to encourage effort. The considerable abstention of opinion may reflect lack of the respondent’s understanding on the risk taker idea.

“I am risk averse and I consider the risk of legal cases and probes in face of my performance”: 50% of the respondents have no formed opinion. This statement aimed, at first, to quantify whether the employees assess the possibility of being subject to legal proceedings or being members of probes for acting in an illegal or unethical way in the duties delegated by the company. That is, the risk of penalty for not making the right effort is assessed by 29% who strongly agree and 21% who strongly disagree. The later ones are not probably in a position of industrial confidentiality or in a favorable position to generate cartels, monopolies and oligopolies which are prohibited by law and which the company, in many occasions forces an agreement with penalty for the employee who commits fraud. The incentive to keep the posture expected in the company is in the risk of the penalty being imputable and 29% of the sample sees such measure.

62.63% of the sample strongly agree with “I consider the benefits offered by the company motivating and higher than those offered by other companies in the market in the same sector”. We take as benefits, advantages besides the salary, which is not recognized as above market clearing, as it had already been analyzed in the Summary I section. Here, the employees took into account the pecuniary benefits besides their fixed wage, such as individual and familiar health insurance, and the non-pecuniary benefits (status and recognized authority) were also considered. 17.17% have no formed opinion and 20.20% strongly disagree. The later ones consider that the total benefits offered by the company are not higher than those offered by the market and/or are not worth to make an effort on the tasks delegated by the company.

“The doubts regarding the paychecks are elucidated fast, right when the work contract is signed” shows, once more, the company transparency assessment as the second statement of this section. 64.65% strongly agree, 17.17% have no formed opinion and 18.18% strongly disagree. The discrepancy might come from the feeling of lack of elucidation regarding overtime, bonuses and others by the company.

“The definitions of goals and objectives are suitable and interfere fairly in the paycheck”, 39% of the sample strongly agree, 16% do not have formed opinion and the 45% majority strongly disagree. That shows that, basically, half of the respondent employees believe that the goals and objectives of the company are forced up in order to maximize the workers’ efforts and many of the goals are considered unreachable due to, perhaps, some market recession or seasonality. Not reaching the goal and the budget jeopardization is seen by 45% of the sample as unfair or statistic with bias for the calculation of remuneration.

“I consider the full remuneration fair when compared to the rest of the market”: it also reflects the internal understanding of the employee in face of his paycheck compared to the available market data. 48% strongly agree, 18% do not have formed opinion and 34% strongly disagree. The analysis of the previous statement has direct influence in this question, as well as the analysis of the sixteenth statement of section 1 of the survey.

Source: Created by the authors (2018).
Figure 1. The sample's perceptions.